
Bicycle Advisory Committee 

Remote via Zoom 

February 8, 2022 | 6:00 – 8:00 PM 

 

BAC Members Present: David Stein, Korrin Weldon, Iain Mackenzie, Ally Hommqvist, Katherine Sheie, 
Kerry Aszklar, Reza Farhoodi, Victor Duong, Clint Culpepper, Kelly Hansen, Ellen Ballantine, Catie Gould, 
Sarah Iannarone, Yashar Vasef 

BAC Members Absent: 

PBOT Staff Present: Roger Geller, Sarah Pullman, Kristin Hull, Denver Igarta, Jacob Sherman, Bryan 
Nguyen 

Other Attendees: 

Guest Presenters: N/a 

Introduction/Announcements 6:00 – 6:10 

• PBOT Bicycle Modal Coordintor Roger Geller thanks outgoing BAC members for their 
participation and service, as well as mentioning BAC recruitment open through February 28 

• Sarah Iannarone delivered BBAC update: 

o PBOT is looking to raise meter rates in line with inflation and adding a climate and 
equity surcharge, in a manner consistent with POEM. Stopgap measure in PBOT budget 
in reference to FTE to keep us on the trajectory to implementing POEM while we 
continue to evaluate how to more aggressively advance it. 

• Maintenance Operations was asked to attend this meeting but was unable 
• Asked for feedback on experiencing biking around town after the gravel was installed 

Public Comment 6:10 – 6:20 

• Hami announced that this month is Bike Love Month. BikeLoud = BikeLove for the month of 
February. They are passing out valentines to other bikers, as well as cars who drive safely. 
Spread the love. 

• Catie Gould mentioned the mayor’s executive order and the letter following and asked if the 
BAC would discuss that tonight. David Stein said he’s open to discussion. Catie followed with the 
statement that cars run into things all the time – that’s the problem. Disappointed that the 
order was released without consultation with Commissioner Hardesty. 

E-Scooter RFP Update 6:20 – 6:40 

• PBOT Planner Jacob Sherman presented. Looking at e-scooter use from the beginning, we have 
had over 2 1/2 million rights since the start of the second pallet. We have had over 3.2 million 
rights since the very start of the pilot. That is the line graph inquiry, followed by the start of the 
second pilot in Orange, and you can see the pandemic hitting in 2020, and blue.  



• 11,000 bike parking spaces in public ROW that are publicly-owned. There will be some "hot 
spots", where we may need to think about installing additional infrastructure; however, we are 
not concerned that we'll create a problem, but if we do, then we can add more bike parking. We 
will also try to spread scooter out with deployment. 

• We have geo-fencing, speed governing rules are in place and we spent a fair bit of time last 
summer auditing bills. We take enforcement action to ensure operators were slowing the 
scooter down, and some of the places where they were required to do so.  

•  

Discussion 

• Katherine Sheie: How is RFP addressing providing mobility for people with disabilities? 
o JS: Intend to ask industry questions about adaptive options. 

• Iain Mackenzie: Lots of turbulence in e-scooter and e-bike markets in terms of companies 
coming and going. What happens if there's only 1 operator and they withdraw from the market? 
Is there a plan to address that? 

o JS: Looking for more well-established, financially-stable companies. Hope to home in on 
companies that will endure. Will try to structure RFP to allow going down the chain of 
proposers. 

• Kerry Aszklar: Any link between RFP and getting better infrastructure on the ground? Not sure 
what that looks like. 

o JS: Planning on continuing to ask industry if they might be able to engage their user base 
around infrastructure investments. Companies are interested in better infra, but they're 
not really participating in conversations to make it a reality. Looking at potential to use 
fees to create infra, though fees are small and infra is expensive 

• Korrin: What happens to scooters after they die? 
o JS: We're asking those questions ourselves 

• Victor: Does RFP ask operators if they're willing to share demographic data as part of open data? 
Was surprised to hear that biketown operators are reluctant to share demographic data. 

o JS: Many are not collecting demographic data. Trying to get at it through user surveys 
o Member of public: Lyft/BIKETOWN does share their data significantly when an amount 

is received. 
• Robert Wright: How will geofencing work and be evaluated? Will geofencing be demonstrated 

before implementation? 
o JS: Asking this of vendors/providers/suppliers. Will have the right to require 

demonstrations and will do so. Did this before and issued warnings 
Jamboard | Likes 

• I like that this process is also finding gaps in the bike parking network, especially east portland. 
• Good to see integration with transportation wallet. 
• Labor changes/updates 

Jamboard | Concerns 

• With lock-to requirement, bike parking may be tight in 'high-use' areas without adding 
additional parking 

• Rather than mandate lock-to, can we do something to facilitate lock+charge locations, 
preferably in a way that supports biketown charging and also for privately owned e-bikes? 



o +1 for privately owned e-bikes 
• Concerned at cost of e-scooter v. BikeTown, especially BikeTown for All that has the potential to 

be a cost-effective mobility option for low income people. 

Jamboard | Questions 

• Will "lock to" requirement eat up a lot of bike parking in popular areas? Will you be adding more 
bike racks in commercial districts? 

o +1 some of the bike corrals near popular destinations are completely full of bike town 
bikes on a regular basis 

• How are you tracking e-scooter use in delivery services? -- Uber eats, DoorDash, etc. 
• What type of biketown integration should we expect? 

The BAC Turns 30 6:40 – 8:00 

• Catie Gould: Happy to see this reaction to Mayor's proposal (letters from 30 advocacy 
organizations). No concerns, would be happy to sign on to it. 

• Sarah Iannarone: unhappy with process action that PBOT was not consulted. Also, unhappy that 
Mayor took EA on a topic; while ignoring other topics that Mayor could have addressed via EA 
that have support of committee. 

• Kelly Hansen: Letter is a protest without teeth. It leaves many questions unanswered. If high 
crash corridors are closed, then how do people get to work if the road is shut down. These are 
high volume roadways. Letter sounds out of touch with reality. 

o SI: Not Sarah's bullet point. Over a dozen organizations contributed to the letter. She 
sees it as a rhetorical device. Addresses the cause of the fatalities. Often, fatality is 
result of person accessing transit being hit by a car. 

• Victor Duong: Compromise? Sweep homeless off the freeway ramps 
o SI: the more you sweep people from safe places, the more they end up in unsafe places 

at the fringes of the city 
o SI: Potential compromises: Buttitigeg's recommendations / PBOT policy. Nowhere is it 

stated that sweeps are a response to traffic fatalities. 
• VD: reduce speed limits as a modification to bullet point 1 

o SI: what about a strike-through on the high crash corridors part 
o VD: Would still like to hold on to the 20 mph speeds. Something PBOT is doing correctly: 

20 is Plenty 
• Katherine Sheie: Motion to sign on to letter to modify letter as discussed? Clint: 2nd. 

o Passes by majority. 
• KH: thinks it's laughable outside of this room. Sensing, not just in this letter, but this idea that if 

you don't want people camping on an on-ramp then you don't care about the people there. 
Supports this generally as she thinks removing people from the side of busy roads is not 
necessarily a good response. Hearing wishful thinking as people are camping on 82nd Ave and 
within 3' of the roadway. EA will keep vulnerable people from sleeping 3' from speeding 
vehicles. 

o SI: Hears that concern, but must pause. Misinterpretation of moral authority. Intentions 
should not be misconstrued. 

• Ally Holmqvist: concerned about 20 mph due to impact on transit. Are there other options that 
can be explored rather than being prescriptive about 20 mph. 



• David Stein: Addressing a symptom rather than a cause. Not acknowledging that anybody 
crossing such streets is at risk. 

• KH: Would like to amend that first bullet point. 
• DS: So, there can be a motion to send the letter minus that first bullet point. Am I hearing such a 

motion?  
o The motion passes. I will get that letter out. I will work with Roger to make sure we get 

the right addresses for everything. Thank you very much for a very lively discussion to 
end a lot of your terms. It was quite the topic 

 

Discussion 

• David Stein leads discussion about the utility and effectiveness of BAC. Expand to include other 
modes? Would it be more effective combined with PAC? How can it all be re-examined so that 
the BAC is a more representative and effective body when it comes to providing that advice and 
guidance to PBOT and the city? 

• BAC discussed amongst breakout groups, for 15 minutes, with about 4-5 people per group. They 
were advised to discuss these questions: 

o What has worked over time? 
o What has happened when the BAC has been unable to "move the needle"? 
o What to do to reform the BAC? How can it all be re-examined to be more representative 

and effective? 
• When members of the BAC and public returned from breakout rooms, one person per group 

relayed their discussion and topics to delve into further with the whole group. 
• Ally Holmqvst: We discussed more participation in projects was better: RFFA collaboration with 

dots. More work with PMs. Zoom is an anti-collaboration tool. Good collaboration with PAC, an 
example of which is joint letters. 

• Cameron: Discussed how other stakeholder advisory groups have more power (parking advisory 
groups). Having specific goals. Pros and cons of a more multi-modal committee. Could be a great 
opportunity because we have similar goals and silos aren't always helpful. Could also be outside 
structure with members from other groups meeting together. 

• DS: Discussing different infrastructure and its effectiveness. High crash corridors in East Portland 
and how 20 mph won't really work there. New greenways (110s and 130s) have been really 
helpful. Merits of delineator posts v concrete. 

• Korrin Weldon: Group spent most time talking about diversity issues and acknowledging that 
BAC needs to be more inclusive.  

• Victor Duong: Diversity needs to happen. Recognize the challenges of getting more diversity in 
these committees. Can project diversity with less differences in ethnic makeup. 

• Clint Culpepper: Group was unprepared to discuss. 3/4 were outgoing members. Discussed 
reasons for why they were leaving and what would be necessary to make it more effective and 
achieve retention. 

• Sarah Iannarone: Discussed how we ended up with bike-ped split back in the day. Would 
combined BAC/PAC approximate power of PFC? Don't know. What would it take to engage 
committee more strategically rather than at project level? Mode split? Getting more people on 
bicycles? Helping PBOT achieve its strategic goals. 



• Katherine Sheie: Discussed combined BAC/PAC. Discussed what it would take to elevate that to 
a commission level, like Portland Design Commission. What would it take to get there? Maybe a 
joint committee would help address burn out. 

 

Jamboard | Likes 

• 3-5 years ago staff proactively came to us to prioritize RFFA projects with dot exercises 
• In the past BAC members could participate in SAGs for projects where applicable (track project 

events) 
• Coordination with other committees- joint meetings, letters 

Jamboard | Concerns 

• Harder to collaborate on Zoom 
• Active transportation/transit modal silos when we have the same goals (separate structure- reps 

on a bi-monthly basis) 

Jamboard | Questions 

• In other City SAGs, the goal is much more specific goals/recommendations. How can the BAC get 
there? How can that be codified? Exs is parking advisory committees and their power over 
funding How can we be an integrated part of how projects are planned, funded, and delivered? 

Adjourn 8:00 

 


